7. All Keywords in Text

The Aho-Corasick Algorithm

This section studies the problem of finding all keywords in a string of text. To gain a deeper understanding, read the paper (Aho and Corasick, 1975).

Problem 3: All Keywords Problem

Function Problem: Given a set of keywords \( \{k_0, \ldots, k_{n-1}\} \) and a text string \( T \), find all occurrence of the keywords in \( T \).

Example: Find all Keywords in a Text

Find keywords: \( \{\text{he, she, his, hers}\} \) in the text:

\[ T = \text{“the time for this ushers ashes”} \]

The keywords occur at positions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>he</td>
<td>1 20 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>she</td>
<td>19 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>his</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hers</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t h e t i m e f o r t h i s u s h e r s a s h e s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given the keywords, the Aho-Corasick algorithm constructs a finite state machine that recognizes each keyword. The machine consists of three functions that Aho and Corasick call \( \text{goto} \), \( \text{failure} \), and \( \text{output} \).

The \( \text{goto} \) function for the keywords, he, she, his, and hers is shown as a finite state machine in Figure 8 below. When a match is found, the \( \text{goto} \) function maps a (state, character) pair forward to a next state. For instance, if the machine is in state 2 and the next character is \( r \), then the machine moves to state 8. When the next character in the text does not move the search forward, the \( \text{failure} \)
function is called. For instance, if the machine is in state 1 and the next character is neither $e$ nor $i$, the machine fails back to the start state 0. Likewise, in states 2, 3, 6, or 8, if the next character is not $r$, $h$, $s$, or $s$, respectively, fail back to the start state 0. In state 4 where an $h$ was just seen, fail to state 1. In state 5 where he was just seen, fail to state 2. And, in state 7 or 9, where an $s$ was just seen, fail to state 3.

Finally, there is an output function that prints keywords and where they were found in the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>he</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>{she, he}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>his</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>hers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
With these functions, the Aho-Corasick algorithm can be written as follows. The code is object-oriented. It assumes a class called State that has auxiliary goto, failure, and output functions.

The general structure of the algorithm is shown in the code below.

**Listing 19: Aho-Corasick All Keywords Search**

```java
89\a
\langle \text{Aho–Corasick Algorithm } 89\a \rangle \equiv
\langle \text{Auxiliary functions } 90\a \rangle

\text{public void ahoCorasick(String text) {}
  State state = start;
  for (int i = 0; i < text.length; i++) {
    \langle \text{While } goto \text{ fails follow the failure function } 89b \rangle
    \langle \text{Otherwise, follow the } goto \text{ function } 89c \rangle
    \langle \text{If in an output state, print information } 89d \rangle
    state = state.goto(text.charAt(i));
  }
}
```

\(89b\) \langle \text{While } goto \text{ fails follow the failure function } 89b \rangle \equiv
while (state.goto(text.charAt(i)) == fail) {
  state = state.failure();
  \langle \text{If in an output state, print information } 89d \rangle
}\)

Once a state where the label on an outgoing edge matches the character in the text, follow that edge to the next state.

\(89c\) \langle \text{Otherwise, follow the } goto \text{ function } 89c \rangle \equiv
state = state.goto(text.charAt(i));

Pretend the class State has an auxiliary function hasOutput that decides if a state has output to be displayed.

\(89d\) \langle \text{If in an output state, print information } 89d \rangle \equiv
if (state.hasOutput()) {
  state.output();
}
```
**Analysis of Aho-Corasick Algorithm**

The ahoCorasick() algorithm makes fewer than \(2n\) state transitions in processing a text string of length \(n\). To understand this note the following:

1. The algorithm makes exactly \(n\) goto (forward) transitions where \(n\) is the length of the text string.
2. For each character in the text the algorithm makes zero or more failure (backward) transitions.
3. To reach a state of depth \(d\) requires \(d\) goto transitions.
4. If we reach a state of depth \(d\), then no more than \(d\) failure transitions can occur afterwards.

Therefore, the number of failure transitions is no more than the number of goto transitions. (The number of gotos is greater than or equal to number of failures) The total the number of state transitions is therefore bound above by

\[
goto's + failure's \leq n + n = 2n
\]

and the algorithm makes \(2n\) or fewer transitions.

The goto and failure functions can be constructed in time \(O(m)\) where \(m\) is the length of the concatenated keywords.

**Aho-Corasick goto Function**

An array of keywords is passed into the buildGoTo function: The goto function is constructed. And the output function is partially defined.

Assume \(output(state)\) is empty when \(state\) is first created. Also, assume \(state.goto(c) = fail\) if \(c\) is undefined or if \(state.goto(c)\) has not yet been defined.

```java
90a Auxiliary functions 90a)
   public void buildGoTo(String[] keyword) {
      State start = new State();
      (Enter each keyword into the goto table 90b)
      (Add self-loops to start for characters not starting keywords 91a)
   }

90b Enter each keyword into the goto table 90b)
   for (int i = 0; i < keyword.length; i++) {
      (Enter keyword[i] 91c)
   }
```

Can you help find all the mistakes in this code? I’m certain there are many.
Add self-loops to start for characters not starting keywords \(91a\) ≡

*For each character c in the alphabet \(91b\)*

\[
\text{if (start.goto(c) == fail) start.goto(c) = start;}
\]

The alphabet and its implementation are not fleshed out here.

\(91b\)  
*For each character c in the alphabet \(91b\)* ≡

To enter a new keyword, first follow its already matched prefix. Then add states for its remaining suffix.

\(91c\)  
*Enter keyword[i] \(91c\)* ≡

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{State state} &= \text{start}; \\
\text{int } j &= 0; \\
\text{Follow existing path prefix of keyword[i] \(91d\)} \\
\text{Construct new path for suffix of keyword[i] \(91e\)} \\
\text{Save keyword[i] as output \(91f\)}
\end{align*}
\]

\(91d\)  
*Follow existing path prefix of keyword[i] \(91d\)* ≡

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{while (state.goto(keyword[i].charAt(j)) != fail) } & \{ \\
\text{state} &= \text{state.goto(keyword[i].charAt(j))}; \\
++j;
\}
\end{align*}
\]

\(91e\)  
*Construct new path for suffix of keyword[i] \(91e\)* ≡

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{for (int } k = j; k < \text{keyword[i].length}; k++) & \{ \\
\text{State newState} &= \text{new State()}; \\
\text{state.setGoto(keyword[i].charAt(k))} &= \text{newState}; \\
\text{state} &= \text{newState};
\}
\end{align*}
\]

\(91f\)  
*Save keyword[i] as output \(91f\)* ≡

\[
\text{state.saveOutput(keyword[i]);}
\]
Aho-Corasick failure Function

Now let’s build the failure function. First, add each state of depth 1 to a queue. Each such state fails back to the start state. Then, use the states stored in the queue to compute failures for states of greater depth.

92a \[ \text{Auxiliary functions } 90a \equiv \]
\[
\text{public void buildFailureTranstions()} {
  \langle \text{Add each state of depth one to a queue } 92b \rangle
  \langle \text{Compute failure for states of depth } d \text{ from those of depth } (d - 1) 92c \rangle
\}
\]

92b \[ \langle \text{Add each state of depth one to a queue } 92b \rangle \equiv \]
\[
\text{Queue queue = new Queue;}
  \langle \text{For each character } c \text{ in the alphabet } 91b \rangle {
    \text{State state = start.goto(c);}
    \text{if (state != start) {}
      \text{queue.enqueue(state);}
      \text{state.setFailure(start);}
    }
  }
\]

Next, get a state from the queue. For every character c that moves this state forward, queue up that nextState. Then, follow failures from state until they end. Set nextState to fail to where the goto function moves c.

Here is an example using figure 8: Pretend you are in state 8, a state of depth 3, having matched her. On the character s, move to nextState = 9. The failure from state 8 has already been computed to be the start state 0. From this start state, the goto function moves to state 3 on s. Therefore, failure in nextState = 9 moves to state 3.

92c \[ \langle \text{Compute failure for states of depth } d \text{ from those of depth } (d - 1) 92c \rangle \equiv \]
\[
\text{while (queue.notEmpty()) {}
  \text{State state = queue.dequeue();}
  \langle \text{For each character } c \text{ in the alphabet } 91b \rangle {
    \text{if (state.goto(c) != fail) {}
      \text{State nextState = state.goto(c);}
      \text{queue.enqueue(nextState);}
      \langle \text{Follow failures from state until they end } 93a \rangle
      \text{nextState.setFailure(failState.goto(c));}
      \text{state.saveOutput(nextState.output());}
    }
  }
\}
\]
Follow failures from state until they end \( \equiv \)
\[
\text{failState} = \text{state.failure()};
\]
\[
\text{while} \ (\text{failState.goto(c)} == \text{fail}) \ {
\text{failState} = \text{failState.failure()};}
\]

\subsection{Aho-Corasick [[output] Function]}

Auxiliary functions \( \equiv \)
\[
\text{public bool hasOutput() {}
\text{// to be determined}
\}
\]
\[
\text{public bool output() {}
\text{// to be determined}
\}
\]

**Exercises**

1. Construct the \textit{goto}, \textit{failure}, and \textit{output} functions for the keywords sofa, soft, take, tame, sort, fast
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